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ARTICLES 

Insert THE /A/An/ --- 

1. This is _____________apple. 

2. I think that _____________weather here is perfect. 

3. I love _____________classical music. 

4. Mark is _____________lawyer. 

5. Susan is in _____________garden. 

6. I think Ian's at _____________work. 

POSSESSIVES 

Insert the correct possessive adjective or pronoun  

                            HIS - MINE - OURS - THEIR - HERS - MY 

1. My parents have lost __________ dog.  

2. Please give me that pen. It's __________ 

3. Is it my sister's? Yes, it's __________ 

4. Do you like __________new shoes?  

5. We've had the house for years. I'm glad it's __________  

6. My brother has passed __________exams. 

QUANTIFIERS 

Fill in the gaps with one of the following quantifiers:  

much, many, a lot of 

a. It seems to me that we've had ________________assignments in English this term. 

b. How ________________ material can we be expected to read in one week? 

c. ________________ books are not in the library. 

d. I've had ________________ headaches already because of stress. 

e. ________________ depression can be attributed to being overworked. 

much, many, few, little, most 

a. Our yard looks awful this summer. There are too ________________ weeds. 

b. I didn't use ________________ fertilizer last spring, and that has made a difference. 

c. Also, I've paid ________________ attention to how ________________ rain we've had. 

d. I'm afraid it's rained _____________ times this summer, and the grass is turning brown and dying. 

e. ________________ experts say you should fertilize your lawn in the fall. 

f. It didn't seem to do my lawn ________________ good. 

g. ________________ advice you get from experts doesn't seem to help. 

h. ________________ of my neighbours ignore their grass, and they have better lawns this year. 
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a little, little, a few, few. 

a. They say ________________ knowledge is a bad thing. 

b. I know ________________ instances where that proves true. 

c. ________________ people know as much about computers as Tomasz does. 

d. But it does him ________________ good when the whole system goes down. 

much, many, a lot of, most, a little, little, a few, few 

1. It seems to me that we haven't had ________________ assignments in English this term. 

2. How ________________ material can we be expected to read in one week? 

3. I've unfortunately had ________________ headaches already because of stress. 

4. Our yard looks awful this summer. There are too ________________ weeds. 

5. I didn't use ________________ fertilizer last spring, and that has made a difference. 

6. Also, I've paid very ________________ attention to how ________________ rain we've had. 

7. I'm afraid it's rained ________________ times this summer, and that is why the grass is turning 

brown and dying. Farmers are very upset.  

8. How ________________ good would it do if we watered the plants ourselves? . 

9________________ of the advice I have ever received from so-called "experts" has been useless. 

10. They said that just ________________ help could make a big difference. 

11. ________________ people know as much about computers as Tomas does. 

12. It does us ________________ good when the banking system collapses. 

enough | many | much of | plenty | several of | some | a few | 

a great deal | a little | a lot | a lot of | a majority of 

1. I'm having ________________ of trouble passing my driving exam. 

2. ________________ the movies were rated PG. 

3. ________________ information proved to be outdated. 

4. We're close to the project deadline, but there is still ________________ time left. 

5. Although there are ________________brilliant students in this state -- thousands, even, only 

________________ will choose to remain in the state after graduation. 

6. We were able to destroy ________________the parasites with our antigen, but 

________________ of them survived to cause trouble. 

7. ________________ a student has passed through these doors. 

8. Although ________________ of the lawn is open to the sun, there are ________________ of 

shade trees to make it comfortable. 

9. I think he drank ________________ wine last night. 

10. ________________ the evidence was taken from the police safe last night. 
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QUESTIONS  

Put the words in the right order 

1. going this Where you are evening?  

2. place? the Games do take often How Olympic  

3. street? this have long How in you lived  

4. yesterday? the go didn't beach to you Why  

5. born? were you Where  

6. stand What BBC for? does  

 

WHAT, WHICH AND WHO - Write the questions in the correct order and give an answer 

1 your house? What did colour new paint you 

2 you to buy? decide Which car did  

3 here to far the from centre? city How is it  

4 you book at reading the What are moment?  

5 quickly write can English? you a sentence How in  

6 friend's your on? apartment floor is Which  

SHORT ANSWERS 

Type the correct answer into the box.  

1. 'Are you going to the beach?'       'Yes, _____________' 

2. 'Have you finished your meal?'    'No, _____________' 

3. 'Does she live in London?'            'No, _____________' 

4. 'Did they like the present?'            'Yes, _____________' 

5. 'Will you come with me?'              'No, _____________' 

6. 'Can you swim?'                            'Yes, _____________' 

GIVING OPINIONS 

Complete the sentences with question tags. 

1. This food is very good, _____________  ? 

2. Your brothers are really handsome, _____________ ? 

3. We had an absolutely awful holiday, _____________? 

4. You work really hard, _____________? 

5. He was really rude, _____________ ? 

6. Her parents go travelling quite a lot, _____________? 
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TIME EXPRESSIONS  

Insert the correct time expression 

 SINCE - FOR - ALREADY - AGO - UNTIL - WHILE 

1. I've been married _____________ten years.  

2. My cat has been ill _____________last week.  

3. I'll wait here _____________ten o'clock.  

4. Thank you, but I've _____________had a drink.  

5. You can get the table ready _____________I cook.  

6. We last saw each other three years _____________ 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS 

Complete with a relative pronouns who, which or whose  

I talked to the girl __________ car had broken down in front of the shop. 

Mr Richards, __________ is a taxi driver, lives on the corner. 

We often visit our aunt in Norwich  __________ is in East Anglia. 

This is the girl  __________ comes from Spain. 

That's Peter, the boy  __________ has just arrived at the airport. 

 

Circle the correct relative pronoun 

1 People which / who take exercise usually live longer. 

2 Have you packed all the things that / what you need for your trip? 

3 She speaks six languages, which / that is amazing. 

4 I got everything that / what I wanted for my birthday. 

5 You can’t bring animals which / who are not on a lead into the park. 

6 I have written to thank all the people that / which sent me presents. 

7 She was speaking in a language that / what I couldn’t understand. 

8 That / What you say is very true. 

9 I hate people which / that phone but don’t leave a message. 

10 Any person which / who works hard deserves to succeed. 

11 She’s a person her / whose opinion everybody listens to. 

12 It’s a new product that / whose safety hasn’t been checked yet. 

PRESENT SIMPLE OR CONTINUOUS  

Insert the correct tense of the verbs 

 HAVE -LISTEN -NOT AGREE -NOT BELIEVE -SPEAK -THINK 

1. She _____________with you. She says you're wrong. 
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2. 'Where's Jim?' 'He _____________ a shower.'  

3. They _____________Russian fluently 

4. I ____________anything he says. He often tells lies.  

5. Be quiet! I ____________ to the radio. 

6.  We ____________our teacher is really great. 

 

Present Simple or Continuous - Insert the correct tense 

                   KNOW - UNDERSTAND - THINK - HAVE - COME - ENJOY 

1 This is Mike. He ____________from Germany.  

2 I ____________it's very interesting.  

3 Sorry! I ____________a bath.  

4 I ____________what you are trying to say.  

5 I ____________the party a lot.  

6 ____________what I mean.  

PAST TENSES 

Past Simple or Past Continuous - Insert the correct tense of the following verbs 

  DO  -  GET -  MEET  - PLAY -  SLEEP - WATCH 

1. I rang Jim at midday but he _____________ ! 

2. They _____________married and went to live in Spain.  

3. I _____________my husband while I was studying for my degree.  

4. He hurt his hand while he _____________ volleyball.  

5. I _____________TV when the phone rang.  

6. What were you _____________when the fire alarm went off? 

 

Insert the past simple or present perfect tense 

1. Jim: How many times (you/try) ________________ to pass your driving test? 

    Michael: Three times so far.  

2. When (you/go) ________________ to Rome?  

3. You look different. (you/have) ________________ a haircut?  

4. I (not/see) ________________David at all this week. I don't even know where he is.  

5. Jim: (you/speak) ________________ to Peter yet?                                  Michael: No, not yet.  

6. When (you/start) ________________your job?  

7. I (move) ________________house three times in the last five years.  

8. My sister (be) ________________to New York three times and she's going again next month.  
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9. The US President (be) ________________in our country last year.  

10.The US President (visit) ________________our country three times in the last two years.  

 

 Insert the past simple or past continuous tense 

1. I used my time well while I (wait) ________________for my plane : I wrote some emails.  

2. I (not/work) ________________when my boss walked in my office.  

3. When I (wait) ________________for the taxi, I saw two car crashes.  

4. Tom (have) ________________long hair and a beard when he was at university.  

5. It started snowing while I (drive) _______________to work.  

6. What (you/do) _______________this time last year?  

7. I (not/call) _______________you at 9 o'clock as arranged because I was having a meeting.  

8. What (you/do) _______________this time last year?  

9. I (still/sleep) _______________when my wife left for work this morning  

10. Why did you bring your umbrella? (it/rain) _______________when you left home?  

11.The car (break) ________________down and we (have) _________________to walk home.  

12.The boys (swim) __________________while the girls (sunbath) _______________________. 

13.While the parents (have) ______________breakfast the children (fall) _______________down. 

14.Martha (turn) _____________________off the light and (go) _____________________to bed.  

15.When I (see)___________________her she (talk) _______________________to her teacher. 

 

Past Simple or Past Perfect - Insert the correct tense 

1. When I arrived, the house was empty. Everyone (GO) _____________ 

2. The teacher came in and the lesson (START) _____________ 

3. I couldn't get into the house because I (FORGET) _____________my key.  

4. He didn't tell me that he (POST) _____________ the letter.  

5. As soon as he saw the police, he (RUN) _____________ off.  

6. When the band came on, the audience (BEGIN) _____________ to shout.  

7. Jane (already / type) _____________three pages when her computer (crash) _____________ 

8. By the time the doctor (arrive) _____________at the house the patient ( die) ____________ 

9. Before that day we (never / think) ____________________of travelling to Japan.  

10. I (know) _____________him a long time before I (meet) _____________his family.  

11. It (be) _____________cloudy for days before it (begin) _____________to rain. 
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Present Perfect  or Simple Past - Insert the correct tense 

1. My parents (get) _____________married in 1990. They (be)_________ married for 23 years 

2. We (live)  _____________here since 1999. We (arrive) ________________in June 1999 

3. Pete (arrive)  _____________three hours ago. 

4. I (wait) _____________for nearly an hour but he didn't turn up.  

5. He's not feeling very well. In fact he (be) _____________ill for a week.  

6. 'How long (work) _____________here?' 'Since 2000.' 

7. Mary (already / write) __________________________five letters.  

8. Tom (move) ________________________to his home town in 1994.  

9. I (not / be) ________________________to Canada so far.  

10. I can't take any pictures because I (not /buy) _______________________a new film yet.  

11. (they / spend) _________________________their holidays in Paris last summer? 

 

Past tenses- Circle the correct tense 

1. The robber was arrested / was arresting / arrested the day after the robbery.  

2. We didn't play football because we had lost / were losing/ used to lose  the ball.  

3. What had you done /did you doing/ did you do last night?  

4. When I was a child was loving/used to love/had loved I birthday parties.  

5. What sport was he playing /was he played/had he played when he broke his arm?  

6. My car had repaired /was repaired/was repairing last week.  

REQUESTS AND OFFERS 

Match the questions and answers. Type the letter in the box. 

 

1  Would you like any coffee?               A    Hang on. I'll look it up. 

2  I'll carry your bag if you like.    B    Certainly. Would you like milk and sugar? 

3  Can you tell me the phone number? C     Thanks a lot. Could you take it to my room? 

4  Two coffees, please.                        D      No, thanks. Could we have the bill, please? 

5  Would you mind checking these? E      Not at all. I'll do it now. 

6  Could I speak to Caroline, please? F     I'm afraid the line's engaged. Do you want to hold? 
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MODALS 

Modal verbs of probability: Match the statements. Type the letter in the box. 

1  They've got four houses.          A They must be rich. 

2  You're driving too fast.          B  They must be good friends. 

3  She looks so young.                      C  That can't be true! 

4  They're always together.          D  She might be ill. 

5  She's gone very pale.                      E   She can't be over 30. 

6  He said he earns over a million.      F  You could have an accident. 

 

Circle the correct verb 

1. Soldiers should/have to wear a uniform 

2. You mustn't/don't have to eat those berries - they're poisonous.  

3. If you can't sleep, you shouldn't/don't have to drink coffee before you go to bed.  

4. Mark's a sales representative. He has to /must travel a lot.  

5. 'I've got a bad cough. 'You mustn't shouldn't smoke.' 

6. Do you must /have to get up early tomorrow? 

 

Complete the sentences with the correct form of HAVE TO or BE ALLOWED TO 

1. In Britain, young people _____________drink in pubs until they're 18.  

2. You _____________take your passport with you when you travel abroad.  

3. My dad _____________walk three miles to school when he was a boy.  

4. In basketball you _____________hold the ball but you can't carry it.  

5. They went out to dinner so she _____________cook a meal.  

6. You used to _____________smoke on buses but you can't now. 

FUTURE TENSES 

Complete the conversations with the correct form of WILL or BE GOING TO.  

1 'It's hot in here.'                                   'OK, I _____________open the window.'  

2 'Have you decided what you're doing at Christmas?'  

   'Yes, we _____________stay with my parents.'  

3 'Why are you driving so fast?'              'Because we _____________be late.'  

4 'We're going to Paris for Sylvia's birthday. But it's a secret.' 

   'Is it? OK, I _____________tell her.'  
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5 'Oh, no. I haven't got any money! I'll have to go to the bank.'      'I _____________lend you some.'  

6 'Do you want me to give you a lift to the station?'  

   'No, thanks. It's OK. Dad _____________take me.'  

 

I think/I don't think + WILL  - Put the words in the correct order 

1. the next Brazil win Cup. think I World will  

2.  don't it think tomorrow. I rain will  

3.  soon. euro will Britain I the adopt think  

4.  before think will 2010. I fly men Mars don't to  

5.  Do will be midnight? Jim you think home before  

6 . film. regret you don't you that it if think I see will  

IF CLAUSES 

Conditionals - Put the words in the right order 

1. I'd I had a If to car, work. drive  

2. you healthier. smoke, be didn't you'd If  

3. a tell you should he teacher. bullies you, If  

4. have they'd understood He away if run him. wouldn't  

5. had a more might computer. new If I I buy money,   

6. could had bought I'd money, it. If I have the  

 

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs.  

1 If you _________________ this morning, I'd have seen you. (come)  

2 If you _________________the car, I'll give you some money. (clean)  

3 He'd be angry if we _________________his computer. (break)  

4 You might have passed if you _________________harder. (study)  

5 If I were you I _________________to see him now. (go)  

6 You can go to the party if you _________________a ticket today. (buy) 

 

Complete the passage (use the 2
nd

 conditional) 

Alla fine del quadrimestre l'insegnante  d'Inglese parla con i suoi studenti per dire loro che cosa 

dovrebbero fare per migliorare.  

Completate il suo discorso con i tempi adeguati (forma positiva o negativa) 

Let's start from you, Silvia ... I think that if you (be) ..................................more attentive during the 

lessons you (do) ......................................................... much better. And you, Matteo! If you 
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(study) ..............................................harder you (get) ...............................................................better 

results ! 

And what about you, Giuseppe? If you (not be) ....................................................so talkative in class 

I (not complain).................................................... about your performance. Deborah, you are a good 

student but your English is rather poor. If you (understand)................................... the importance of 

learning a foreign language, I'm sure you (obtain) ..........................................better grades. Now it's 

your turn, Stefano: I know perfectly well that you sometimes play truant. If you (not 

stay) ............... ............................ away from school so often I (be) ....................................... more 

pleased with you.  

 

Insert the correct tense (III conditional) 

1. If we ......................................... (have) a camera we ...................................(take) a lot of photos. 

2. That young actor................................... (get) the part if he ...................................(not forget) the 

words during the audition 

3. If the radio ........................................... (not be) broken, we ...........................     (hear) the news.  

4. He ............................................(send) you a letter, if she ................................ (have) your address.  

5. If I ....................................... (know) it was so far, I .................................................. (come) by car. 

6. He ........................................... (not wait), if it ................................................. (not be) necessary.  

7. It .................................................(be) embarrassing, if somebody .................................... (find) out.  

8. ....................................................(you/start) yoga, if you ................................. (not go) to India?  

 

PASSIVE VOICE 

Active/Passive - Put the words in the correct order. 

1. made Champagne France. in is  

2. in They play baseball Japan.  

3. of A Britain. is lot in tea drunk  

4. German They speak in Austria.  

5. twice fed day. dogs The a are 

6. the sold Fruit are at shop. and vegetables corner 

 

Rewrite the sentences in the passive voice 

John collects money.   

Anna opened the window.   

Have they done their homework  
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I will ask a question.   

Can he cut out the picture.   

 

Present Perfect Active/Passive- Insert the correct Present Perfect form (active or passive) 

1. A Picasso painting  _____________from the Prado Museum. (steal)  

2. Thieves  _____________6,000,000 Euros from a bank. (steal)  

3. A ninety-year-old woman  _____________a million pounds on the lottery. (win)  

4. The FA Cup final  _____________by Arsenal. (win)  

5. Archaeologists  _____________the remains of an ancient city in the Sahara desert (find)  

6. The missing tiger  _____________and captured in a London park. (find) 

 

Put in the correct form of the verb in Passive into the gaps.  

The exercises __________________________ by the teacher today. (to explain - S.Present) 

We ______________________________ a letter the day before yesterday. (to send - S.Past) 

This car __________________________. It's too old. (not/to steal - will-future) 

This street __________________________ because of snow. (already/to close - Pr.Perfect) 

The blue box __________________________. (can/not/to see - Simple Present) 

I __________________________ by Robert. (not/to ask - will-future) 

 

Complete the sentences ; use Simple Present or Simple Past active or passive 

The Statue of Liberty (give) __________________________to the United States by France. It (be) 

_______________ a present on the 100th anniversary of the United States. The Statue of Liberty 

(design) ________________________ by Frederic Auguste Bartholdi.  

It (complete) __________________________ in France in July 1884. In 350 pieces, the statue 

(ship) __________________________ to New York, where it (arrive) ____________________ on 

17 June 1885. The pieces (put)   ______________________ together and the opening ceremony 

(take) _____________ place on 28 October 1886.  

The Statue of Liberty (be) _____________46 m high (93 m including the base). The statue 

(represent) __________________________ the goddess of liberty. She (hold) _________________ 

a torch in her right hand and a tablet in her left hand. On the tablet you (see /can) 

________________________   the date of the Declaration of Independence (July 4, 1776). Every 

year, the Statue of Liberty (visit) ___________________ by many people from all over the world. 
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VERB PATTERNS 

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs. 

 SEE - SWIM - TELL -  DO - TRAVEL - EAT 

1 I need  _____________you something important.  

2 Please don't make me  _____________that!  

3 We really enjoyed  _____________in the sea.  

4 I'm thinking of  _____________around the world.  

5 Did you remember  _____________your homework last night?  

6 I'm looking forward  _____________you next week. 

 

Put in the verbs in brackets in the Gerund or the Infinitive. 

Peter gave up __________________ (smoke) . 

He'd like _________________ (fly) an aeroplane. 

I enjoy __________________ (write) picture postcards. 

Do you know what ________________ (do) if there's a fire in the shop? 

Avoid ___________________ (make) silly mistakes. 

 

Complete the sentences with the -ing form or the infinitive (with or without to) of the verb  

1 I love ______________________________ (not / have) to get up at 5.30 a.m. any more. 

2 Ian doesn’t seem ___________________________________ (enjoy) his job very much. 

3 I’ve given up ____________________ (try) to learn how to dance salsa – I’m hopeless! 

4 Natalie said I should __________________________ (learn) to do yoga to relieve stress. 

5 Would you mind _____________________ (turn) your music down? I can’t concentrate. 

6 Kate’s just gone to the shop _________________________________ (get) a newspaper.  

7          She left without ______________________________________________(say) goodbye 

 

REPORTED SPEECH 

Put the words in the correct order. 

1. He to going London said Saturday. on he that was  

2. me that a They their told had son. they hadn't letter from  

3. She said James station. up pick she the that from would  

4.  if could swim. she her He asked  

5.  She had he that died said  

6.  been asked had Iin me where living They1990.  
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 14

Reporting verbs - Match the sentences with the reporting verbs. Type the letter in the box. 

1  'I'll carry the suitcase.'             A invited 

2  'Would you like to have dinner?' B begged 

3  'I won't wear my new dress!'            C refused 

4  'Please, please let me stay up!' D advised 

5  'You shouldn't smoke too much.' E reminded 

6  'Don't forget to post the letter.' F offered 

 

Report what people said: 

Emily to Sarah "Our teacher will go to 

Leipzig tomorrow." 

 

Alice: "I spent all my pocket money on 

Monday." 

 

Michael to his mum: "I am going to buy a 

book this week." 

 

Robert: "My father didn't fly to Dallas last 

year." 

 

David to his mother: "John had already 

gone at six." 

 

Christopher to me : "Do you want to 

dance?" 

 

Betty to Peter : "When did you come?" 

 

 

Mark to his mum: "Has John arrived?" 

 

 

Andrew: "Will Mandy have lunch with 

Sue?" 

 

Frank: "How much pocket money does 

Lisa get?" 
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VOCABULARY 
 

1.Match the sentence beginnings and endings. Type the letter in the box. 

1  London is such a cosmopolitan                       A in love with someone. 

2  This is the most close-knit                                   B the race. 

3  It's wonderful when you fall                                   C carelessly on motorways. 

4  When I leave university I want to get a well-paid     D family I know. 

5  It's very dangerous to drive                                   E job in the city. 

6  I don't know who is going to win                       F city. 

 

 

2.Free time activities  Choose the odd one out.  

 

1. FOOD PREPARATION:   chop   mix  weigh  weed 

 
2. WAYS OF COOKING FOOD:  sketch  boil  roast  bake 

 
3. KITCHEN EQUIPMENT:  casserole dish   torch  oven  food processor 

 
4. FREE TIME ACTIVITIES:  sketching  keeping fit  sweating  meditating 

 

 

3.Jobs- Match the job names with what the people do. Type the letter in the box. 

 

1  A lawyer                                 A looks after employees. 

2  A human resources manager B arrests criminals. 

3  A sales director             C makes appointments and arrangements. 

4  A police officer             D takes money from you in a shop. 

5    A personal assistant             E works for a law firm. 

6  A cashier                         F negotiates prices and contracts 

 

4.Phrasal verbs- Match each sentence with a noun. Type the letter in the box. 

 

1  This takes off and lands.             A children 

2  Words can be looked up in this. B an aeroplane 

3  You bring this up at a meeting. C a dictionary 

4  You look forward to this.             D a holiday 

5  You take this off if it gets hot. E a discussion point 

6  It's not easy to bring them up well. F a jumper 
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5.Type the correct form of the phrasal verb into the box. 

 BREAK UP - SAVE UP - FIND OUT - TAKE UP - FALL OUT - EAT OUT 

1 I've just _____________ that I passed my exam!  

2 I'm  _____________ my pocket money to buy a guitar.  

3 My brother's just  _____________ with his girlfriend.  

4 For my birthday we  _____________ in an expensive restaurant.  

5 I've  _____________ with my parents about staying out late.  

6 I'm thinking of  _____________ tennis 

 

6.Insert the following words in the correct group 

 CONNECT - POLITE - ORDER - PATIENT - HAPPY - SUCCESSFUL - AGREE   

 LUCKY - PRACTICAL - APPEAR - CONSCOIUS - POSSIBLE 

Un- Im- Dis- 

 

 

 

 

7.Insert the following words in the correct group 

 ADVERTISE - SUCCESS - HELP - AWARE - CONSCIOUS - POLITE -  

 AGREE - KIND - EXCITE - COLOUR - ARRANGE - WONDER 

- ment - ness - ful 

 

 

 

 

8.Adjective + noun - Match the adjectives and nouns. Type the letter in the box. 

 

1  latest   A job 

2  close  B friend 

3  casual  C sky 

4  fast  D food 

5  clear  E fashions 

6    challenging F clothes 
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9    -ED and -ING adjectives- Complete the adjective  in  -ED or -ING 

1. Watching television is very  RELAX_______ 

2. My brother was very   EXCIT__________  about the holiday.  

3. My parents were    AMAZ_________  that I passed my exam.  

4. We were too late. It was so DISAPPOINT_______ 

5. He was such a CHARM______  man that everyone liked him.  

6. The long walk home made us very TIR______ 

 

10.Insert the following words in the correct group 

Good for you!        Absolutely       Really?         That's great!     You're kidding!              Lovely!     

Fair enough            Brilliant!         Definitely!        You didn't!          Of course    That's amazing 

AGREEMENT PLEASURE SURPRISE 

 

 

 

 

11.Likes and dislikes- Match the sentence beginnings and endings. Type the letter in the box. 

 

1  I absolutely      A adore chocolate. 

2  I can't                  B of going camping. 

3  I'm really keen     C bear classical music. 

4  I'm fond               D mind staying at home on Saturdays. 

5  I don't       E about pizza. 

6  I'm crazy      F on motor racing. 

 

12.Body - Match the two parts of the idioms. Type the letter in the box. 

 

1  He was pulling my  A hand. 

2  We just don't see eye to B eye. 

3  He's got a very sweet  C breath. 

4  Things just got out of  D leg. 

5  Don't waste your  E head. 

6  It totally went over my F tooth. 
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13.Words with similar meaning- Choose the correct word 

1. I don't really like FAST / QUICK food.  

2. Could I have a SMALL / LITTLE cup of coffee, please?  

3. My office is the TALLEST /HIGHEST building in the street.  

4. I love being LONELY/ALONE on holiday.  

5. I think you've made a BIG/GREAT mistake this time.  

6. Oh no! I think I've broken my LITTLE/SMALL  finger.  

 

14.Compound nouns -Type the correct word into the box. 

 SUN -CASE - TEA-  HEAD - MAN - MOTOR 

1 Have you seen my brief __________? 

2 Is it nearly __________ time?  

3 You can travel at 70 mph on a __________way.  

4 We saw such a beautiful __________set that evening.  

5 I've got a terrible __________ache.  

6 At the meeting the chair __________asked everybody to sit down. 

 

15.Compound nouns - Choose the odd one out.  

HEAD-  light   pool   quarters  line  

CARD-  money   birthday  business  credit 

TRAFFIC-  lights    jam              warden  rush 

PAPER-  news              toilet             book   wrapping 

16. Write the correct word next to the definition 

A film that makes you laugh  A Tax you have to pay on certain things  

"The Matrix" has a lot of................................... effects in it When you pay a shop assistant gives you this 

All the people who act in a film To stand in a line waiting for something 

Words that translate what is said in a film You go to the butcher's to buy 

The music of a film A person who buys things in a shop 

To leave your job because you want to Your contract can be permanent or  

The money you earn in a week The person who repairs electrical equipment 

A written legal document about your job To stop working in your sixties 

A reduction in the price The words of a film 

 


